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OPERATION: TOURING CAREERS (I really doh have a more romantic name for 
this nah)

The point of this project is simply that, to give the best and worthy T&T artist global 
touring careers.

This project is predicated upon certain facts:

1. That Trinidad's touring contingent of artists constitute only .05% of the artist 
population 

2. 35% is the global norm

3. That our .05% is touring mostly in Trini diaspora Carnival and Chutney circuits 
mainly for a Trini diaspora audiences

4. For a decade even this was declining from Caribbean audiences to more a Trini 
diaspora audiences, but the success of Groovy Soca in the last 3 years is 
reigniting the T&T brand Diaspora wide

5. Chutney is currently the most successful music in the country- BY FAR! This is 
due to the relative affluence of the East Indian diaspora and their willingness to 
entertain live music. But also it has been incubated by a host of radio stations 
with local Chutney content here and in the diaspora

6. Of the home based artists only Bunji really performs in global mainstream venues

7. And Marlon Asha

8. Even Machel is trapped within Diaspora circuits and is unknown in mainstream 
venues and circuits 

9. This means that most T&T artist are landlocked

10. This is especially difficult because they are trapped in a small philistine market 
without enablers and real patronage.

11. This is why most people live their entire careers and lives performing for the 
same 60 people.

12. 60 seems to be the maximum cell that people can muster on their own without 
enablers

13. A touring career means being outside the country on paying gigs for over 30 
days a year

14. Touring careers expand your base core and offers wages at favourable rates of 
foreign exchange
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HOW TO ACQUIRE A TOURING CAREER:
There are only 2 ways to acquire a touring career: 

The Hard Way- Hit the road:
The hard way is by dedicating to a road slog market by market, building your brand and 
audience, and repeating the cycle building familiarity with your sound and music. For 
this you need a number of things:

1. Critical mass from a home market that enables you to sustain a touring slog- cost
of rooms, transport, freight, food in the road, repair set to instruments...

2. Audience familiarity with your genre- it is difficult to simultaneously break yourself
as an artist and your form of music at the same time into venues

3. All the paraphernalia you need to make touring successful- recordings, CDs for 
sale, website with download capacity, merchandise, cards, posters, etc

Music Expos & acquiring Middle-men:
The other way to acquire a touring career is through attendance at niche music expos 
dedicated to your genre and style of music. These expos are where the deals and 
middlemen of music are regularly acquired. 

1. If you do not appear in these expos your brand of music does not exist in 
mainstream music. Simple.

2. Hence we don't exist.

3. The 2 types of institutions that appear at most of these festivals are nations and 
labels. These are the ones that can afford booths and the other paraphernalia 
required of these expos. They also can reinforce the idea of a brand that is 
bigger than your core audience- a nationality, a genre of music, a label which is 
representative of a certain sound

4. At these expos people acquire the deals and middle men which enable the artist 
to participate in the global industry: 

 booking agents,

  touring agents, 

 agents, 

 song deals, 

 album deals,

  licensing deals, 

 catalogue deals, 

 media gauntlets, etc

5. At the largest of these that we should attend there are over 70,000 professionals 
on the shop floor who are there to do business

6. Every single international deal that T&T has gotten in the last 18 years has been 
because of a handful of our attendance at these festivals and have mostly been 
through one individual- Jean Michel Gibert



7. T&T owes the international profile of our contemporary music to these visits and 
to Jean Michel.

8. In all T&T has gone to these festivals- mostly MIDEM, the world’s top music expo
at one time- a total of 4 times in the last 18 years.

9. In all we have won over $150 million in deals for those 4 country visits

10. Government helped twice

11. In all we spent less than $5 million to make that $150 million

12. This number could have been tripled if we had had gone consecutive years 
which we have never done

13. Consecutive years enables you to build a brand buzz and to establish yourself on
a touring circuit where you begin to build relationships 

14. Relationships are what matter in the Music Business

15. Relationships are what matter in the Music Business

16. Relationships are what matter in the Music Business

17. We have to create a buzz around our various music brands and around the idea 
that there is something called Trinidad & Tobago and it has beautiful music and 
great musicians

18. Nobody knows about us

19. Nor do they care

20. The world is filled with brilliant music and musicians

21. All competing to get themselves and their material signed and heard live and 
recorded

22. It is a competition for the ears of the middlemen

23. The middlemen control your access to the audience

24. Venues, agents, tour operators, the music press- these are who you are courting 
and whose attention you have to win

25. You win this by having brilliant music, being able to play excellently, looking 
brilliant, performing brilliant, and having a compelling story

26. What is your story?

27. The barest minimum requirements to engage music expos is a catalogue of 
recorded music and a professional bio kit

28. In the modern age this may translate into an interesting call card and an equally 
interesting and navigable website with streaming music

29. You will still need the CD and kit on the expo floor

30. Most music business professionals will leave these in their hotel rooms when 
they leave town. They will keep the business cards of the bands whose music 



they listened too that interested them, most will try to conclude business before 
they leave

31. If you do not have a compelling catalogue of recorded music do not bother

32. Stay home and record your music properly

33. Stay home and record you music PROPERLY

34. STAY. HOME. AND. RECORD. YOUR. MUSIC. PROPERLY!!!

35. All your competition have bad-ass recordings, CDs, videos, and can play

36. On the expo floor you need a Talker and a Closer

37. It also helps to have a Lawyer or someone who understands contract language

38. But you definitely need a Closer

39. There is a reason why the entire industry continues to go to expos- because that 
is where the business is done

40. I repeat- every single deal of note that we have gotten has been through 
attendance at these

41. None of these deals were predictable- none with partners we could have picked 
out of a lineup. They were literally the brilliant accidental luck of the draw, chance
meetings, striking up a relationship, and a love for the music and the deal that the
professional saw in the partnership. 

42. Therefore it is foolhardy to believe that you can score deals by staging your own 
mini-expos at home. To date government has spent stems of millions of dollars 
on these home expos.

43. No deals of note have come from them.

44. None.

45. That money was better spent on sending merit-based troupes to these expos.

46. Merit-based.

47. MERIT-based.

48. MERIT. BASED!!!...

49. Every expo has a different industry focus and interest. You must be clear about 
what these biases are and choose horses for courses...

50. Do not send Old time Calypsonians to a rock expo and vice versa- unless it is a 
clever tactical plan using irony and nostalgia as a weapon

51. Do not waste resources and embarrass the country

52. Do not be intimidated- agents have to acquire talent, booking agents have 
venues to fill. They need you as much as you need them. You just have to make 
your product compelling.

53. Our best bet is to make our country brand compelling. The equivalent of 
excellence. Tied to a brilliant story. In this way people will keep looking for more 



of our acts to fill their slots month after month, season after season, year after 
year.

54. Like Jamaicans.

55. A convict can come out of Jamaica tomorrow, have a hit, and be touring the 
world in 2 months. This is due to relationships that Jamaicans have built up over 
3 decades of music which they have not relinquished, and because their country 
brand assures a certain level of excellence and trust in the brand. A booking 
agent can book Jamaican reggae and dancehall acts and have a reasonable 
expectation of what he is getting. We must build the same kind of consistency of 
excellence in our various brands of music.

56. The most important world here is EXCELLENCE. Mediocre musicians are the 
kiss of death. Especially in the beginning when you are building a brand. 

57. WE MUST LEAD WITH OUR BEST. THERE IS NO ROOM FOR 
DEVELOPMENTAL ACTS IN THE FIRST COHORT. YOU EITHER CAN CUT 
THE GIG AT THE HIGHEST LEVEL OR YOU STAY HOME! IT IS IN 
EBERYONE’S INTEREST IF YOU CANNOT CUT IT THAT YOU STAY HOME, 
REHEARSE, GIG, RECORD, AND GET BETTER.

58. In every captive creative population (a music label, a movie studio…) the same 
laws apply- the top 5- 10% will produce from 35-65% of the profits. Beyonce and 
Rihanna will earn the monster profits for their label. Batman director Christopher 
Nolan earns billions for his studio which is ploughed back into other edgier fare…
Their earnings subsidise and support the other artists on the roster- from the 
punk rockers to the artsy jazz artists. The genius acts enable the entire 
ecosystem to work.

59. For this to work GENIUS MUST BE ENABLED!!! If Genius is suffocated then the 
entire creative population suffers. This is what has happened in Trinidad. Genius 
is punished so the entire population is artificially stagnated.

60. For this work we must lead with Genius level performers. Only they can open the 
Gates. They are also aspirational. The international market will only respond to 
MERIT. None of our Trini nepotism, grease hand, buying influence will work. 
Those with the best songs, the best performances, the ‘it’ factor- these will get 
the deals. They will open and point the way for others to follow and to aspire 
towards.

After all this you still have to do it the hard way. You still have to show up for gigs super 
prepared. Still have to seek out and win new lands. But now you are doing it within the 
context of alliances and relationships that enable you to negotiate a career. Something 
that pays your bills and provides for your family. Something somewhat predictable…


